
DEPARTMENT 29J 
FAMILY & CHILD DEVELOPMENT 

- PLEASE NOTE - 

THIS IS A CONFERENCE JUDGED DEPARTMENT ON MONDAY 
All exhibitors are required to follow Junior Division Rules  

No entries accepted after entry deadline 

Reminders:   

 All posters MUST be on 14" x 22" tag board  

 All posters Must have a hole punched in the 2 top corners for hanging at the fair 

 ALL Scrapbooks Must Have At Least10 pages 

Premiums:    $2.00    $1.75    $1.50    $1.25 

Class A --- Child Development 

                  Grades 3 - 7 
(Grades determined as of Jan. 1st of this year)   

Lots:  

1. Puppet with script that teaches one of the following: Safety, shapes, nutrition, eating habits, emotions, number concepts,  

      what to do if you get lost (indicate age intended for) 

2.  Story written for pre-school child, with pictures or drawings & put into book form 

       (indicate child's age & why it's suitable for this child) 

3.  Surprise bag (emphasize contents within a sturdy container) exhibitor would use when babysitting 

4.  Based on activity note format in the literature, put together scrapbook of 3 plans & evaluations for babysitting 

5.  Learning game or toy for pre-school child made by exhibitor (indicate age of child). Identify type of  play 

      (from literature) exhibit is for. 

6.  Poster showing 5 types of play 

7.  Any Other Exhibit relating to this class, not listed 

Class B --- Child Development 

 Grades 8 and Up 
(Grades determined as of Jan. 1st of this year) 

Lots:  

1. Puppet with script that teaches about 1 of the following:  

  Friendship, love, honesty, mealtime, sleep, unhappy times (age of child intended for) 

2. Poster, on responsibilities of a babysitter. Include  how to fulfill those responsibilities  

3. Story developed for child member works with, use pictures or drawings & put into book from.  

   Or a flannel board story with characters (characters should be in bag attached to board or  

      on flannel board & wrapped with cellophane) 

4. Display or poster on child care safety (display may not exceed the size of a poster)  

5. Toy or game made by exhibitor for infant to toddler (indicate why appropriate for this age of child) 

6. Toy or game for pre-school child, by member (indicate why appropriate and age of child) 

7. Poster showing nutritional snacks a child can help prepare. Identify what the child can do & child's age.  

8. Put together a super sitter survival kit. Include items exhibitor could use or need when babysitting. 

   Enclose in a sturdy container 

9. Begin a file or scrapbook of games. Include a total of 3 games, explain & illustrate the actions.  

  Should be a combination of: Finger plays, action games with a corresponding story, other games 

10.  Any Other Exhibit relating to this class, not listed 

 

 

 


